
DR1103P(X)V  –  DECORATOR
ROTARY DR SERIES DIMMER

This is the decorator rotary DR series dimmer. Check out the
Pass & Seymour products.

A  new  style  that  matches  P&S  Decorator  Combination
devices.
Accepts  Snap-In  Light  Module  (sold  separately)  to
convert decorator rotary devices into illuminated-type
in moments; makes devices easy to find in the dark.
Screw-pressure-plate back wiring speeds installation and
ensures solid, high-quality electrical connections. Also
supports traditional, wire-loop side wiring.
Heavy-gauge  black  anodized  aluminum  strap  provides
superior  heat  management  and  structural  strength  for
mounting against wall surfaces.
Slim  design  leaves  more  room  in  the  box  and  makes
installation faster and easier.
1100W single pole
No de-rating of 700 watt devices.

DR703P(X)V – DECORATOR ROTARY
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DR SERIES DIMMER

This is the decorator rotary DR series dimmer. Check out the
Pass & Seymour products.

A  new  style  that  matches  P&S  Decorator  Combination
devices.
Accepts  Snap-In  Light  Module  (sold  separately)  to
convert decorator rotary devices into illuminated-type
in moments; makes devices easy to find in the dark.
Screw-pressure-plate back wiring speeds installation and
ensures solid, high-quality electrical connections. Also
supports traditional, wire-loop side wiring.
Heavy-gauge  black  anodized  aluminum  strap  provides
superior  heat  management  and  structural  strength  for
mounting against wall surfaces.
Slim  design  leaves  more  room  in  the  box  and  makes
installation faster and easier.
700W single pole
No de-rating of 700 watt devices.

DRSC53P(X)V  –  DECORATOR
ROTARY  DR  SERIES  FAN  SPEED
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CONTROL

This is the decorator rotary DR series fan speed control.
Check out the Pass & Seymour products.

A  new  style  that  matches  P&S  Decorator  Combination
devices.
Accepts  Snap-In  Light  Module  (sold  separately)  to
convert decorator rotary devices into illuminated-type
in moments; makes devices easy to find in the dark.
Screw-pressure-plate back wiring speeds installation and
ensures solid, high-quality electrical connections. Also
supports traditional, wire-loop side wiring.
Heavy-gauge  black  anodized  aluminum  strap  provides
superior  heat  management  and  structural  strength  for
mounting against wall surfaces.
Slim  design  leaves  more  room  in  the  box  and  makes
installation faster and easier.
5A  single pole 3-way fan speed control.
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